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The Research Process and the
Library: First-Generation College
Seniors vs. Freshmen
Elizabeth Pickard and Firouzeh Logan
In a follow-up study to the ERIAL (Ethnographic Research in Illinois
Academic Libraries) Project, librarians at UIC compared the responses
of first-generation college freshmen from the original study to those of
seniors. The study's aim was to determine whether student information
literacy increases as a result of undergraduate education and to further
explore the student research process with respect to the particular factors
that inform and effect change in it. The findings showed that information
literacy increased among these students, and they developed a more
complex approach to the research process and the library.

hree years ago, as part of the
ERIAL (Ethnographic Research in Illinois Academic
Libraries) research team, librarians at the University of Illinois
at Chicago (UIC) studied the research
process of 33 first-year college students
and interviewed 15 faculty and 13 librarians. Broadly speaking, the aim of the
study was to identify and examine the
expectations that faculty, librarians, and
students have of one another More specifically, the aim of the project was to find
out what students, especially those in the
underserved and nontraditional groups
identified by each library, actually do
when they are assigned a research project
for one of their class assignments.
UIC is a state-funded public research
institution located in the near west side of
Chicago that serves a very diverse group
of approximately 27,000 students. The

student population includes 1.4 percent
international students,' many recent
immigrants to the United States, and
29 percent transfer students from other
colleges.^ A report by the UIC Vice Chancellor's Office showed that 25 percent
of UIC freshmen were the first in their
families to attend a four-year imiversity
(in other words, were first-generation
college students).^ Using ACT scores, the
report also suggested that first-generation
college students come to college at a
disadvantage. Because first-generation
college students constitute a large portion of the stiident body at UIC, the UIC
ERIAL team focused its study on this
group. The aim was to identify these students' expectations of libraries before they
developed UlC-specific research habits
and to see how they went about producing scholarly work. Understanding how
these students actually do their research
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would allow the library to better tailor
services to meet these students' research
needs and possibly help them overcome
any disadvantages with which they might
start college.
The ERIAL project found that freshmen
struggled with a range of information
literacy skills such as understanding
how to find books on shelves and how
to search for and evaluate sources. They
did not seem aware of librarians' expertise
with respect to performing research and
using resources such as journal article databases and catalogs, nor were they generally aware of the resources the library
provided to facilitate such searching.
Furthermore, freshmen first-generation
college students appeared to perceive
research as a single-step endeavor rather
than as a process. These findings led the
UIC ERIAL team to wonder how differently senior first-generation college
students might approach research. The
team wanted to ascertain if, after four
years, students had in fact acquired better information literacy skills and were
making more use of librarians' expertise.
By addressing this significant question
for librarians, this research study also
unexpectedly addressed larger higher
education questions about whether and
what undergraduates learn during their
college years.
Literature Review

Libraries aim to facilitate research
through the provision of resources,
sources, and services, including teaching
research skills to patrons. According to
the Ithaka S+ R Survey 2010, 94 percent
of academic library directors view teaching undergraduates information literacy
skills as one of the library's primary roles
and believe the library should serve as a
principal point in the discovery process.''
To successfully facilitate research in
these ways, libraries must address the
approaches students take to research
and the fact that these approaches may
change with time and experience. This
means libraries must understand the
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specific steps that constitute the student
research process as well as the particular
factors that both inform and effect change
in it. Surveys, alone, may not be sufficient
tools. Derek Rodriguez, author of the
Understanding Library Impacts protocol, states, "Using both quantitative and
qualitative methods helps us understand
how and why libraries support students
when the stakes are highest."^
Ethnography is a qualitative approach
to data collection and analysis that provides a useful fiexibility. Ethnographic
methods allow participants to use their
own language to describe situations and
processes, which is beneficial in two
ways: participants' different vernaculars
are, themselves, a source of information,
and the lack of preselected answers a)
prevents a participant from selecting an
answer just to have selected something
and b) allows for the emergence of imanticipated responses. In a call for using
ethnography to "capture the changing
information landscape" of academic
libraries, Gina Hunter and Dane Ward
explain, "Much of what libraries want
to know about how students study or
conduct research is not amenable to survey research. Students may be unaware
of their own research strategies or may
not share the same vocabulary for their
information needs as librarians."' Likewise, researchers at Eastern Michigan
University stated, "The open dialogue
[of ethnographic methods] allowed the
interviewees to move into new and unexpected directions, adding depth and
breadth to our understanding of library
usage."' Furthermore, Michelynn Mcknight found, in a review of studies on
information-seeking behavior, that there
were consistent discrepancies between
how participants actually go about seeking information and what they report on
surveys.^ Clifford Geertz, a seminal author in thefieldof anthropology, explains
that a significant power of ethnography
lies in its ability to create a sense of "being there":' in other words, that it reflects
the researcher having "penetrated" an
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unknown way of life,'" (in this case, sfudenf research).
There are nof many prior sfudies that
examinefirsf-generafioncollege students'
research process and/or use of fhe library.
Jordan Yee describes a seminar for firsfgeneration college seniors that DeVry
Universify employed fo fill service gaps
librarians had observed, buf if was nof a
formal research study." An older sfudy
performed by Raymond V. Padilla et al.
at a college in fhe soufhwest used qualitative analysis to examine college success
among sophomore through senior minority sfudents, and if happened fhaf many
of fhem were fhe firsf in their families fo
äffend a four-year university.^^
Ofher sfudies also used efhnographic
means of exploring research and library
use among firsf-generafion college students. A study at California Sfafe Universify looked af library use specifically
among Lafino sfudenfs,'^ while a sfudy at
California State Universify Fresno looked
af library use across firsf-generafion
college sfudenfs." However, neither
sfudy looked af library use as part of
fhe research process. Researchers af fhe
Universify of fhe Arfs London (UAL)
inferviewed first-generafion college sfudenfs abouf their use of the library; but,
unlike fhe study fhis arficle describes,
fhey did nof differenfiate befween seniors
and freshman."
While nof always addressing firsfgenerafion college sfudenfs specifically,
prior sfudies have made use of efhnographic mefhods fo examine the studenf
research process. However, fhey also have
nof compared freshmen fo seniors. In
exploring undergraduafe sfudenfs' perceptions of informafion liferacy, Firouzeh
Logan and Elizabefh Pickard explored fhe
research process of freshmen firsf-generafion college sfudenfs af fhe Universify of
Illinois af Chicago as part of fhe Efhnographic Research in Academic Libraries
(ERIAL) projecf."' Likewise, Melissa Gross
and Don Lafham interviewed and tested
freshmen af Johns Hopkins.'" In contrast,
Alison Head and Michael Eisenberg did

not look at freshmen, but interviewed
sophomores, juniors, and seniors across
mulfiple college and university campuses
to look at how students conduct research
and evaluate informafion.'" The sfudies
fhaf have compared research processes
of freshmen and seniors did nof use efhnographic approaches. At the University
of Northern Colorado, researchers used a
survey and participant self-fesfs to assess
library literacy progress and found discrepancies in fhe results between the two
mefhods." Af Johns Hopkins, researchers
used only surveys to compare fhe library
skills of freshmen and upperclassmen.^"
The projecf fhis arficle describes sought
to more fully explore potenfial differences
in the research processes of freshmen
and seniors, especially with respect to
first-generation college students. It is a
follow-up to the ERIAL study done by
Logan and Pickard at the University of
Illinois at Chicago^' and compares the research behavior and perspectives of firsfgenerafion college seniors fo fhose of fhe
freshmen using the same efhnographic
methods employed in fhe original study.
iVIethodoiogy

This study compared the responses of
seniors fo fhe responses of freshmen
participants in the ERIAL project. The
researchers asked seniors the same six
questions they analyzed for fhe chapter
"Firsf-Generafion College Studenfs: Their
Research Process" in fhe ERIAL projecf
book Gollege Libraries and Student Gulture:

What We Now KnowP Because fhe original
ERIAL projecf at UIC fargefed freshmen
fo gafher informafion before students'
experience at UIC had informed their
expectations of ifs library, researchers did
not interview college seniors at that fime.
Thus, researchers for this project sought
fo recruif a comparable sef of college
seniors fo inferview. The original ERIAL
projecf interviewed freshmen from May
2009 through July 2010. Researchers recruited and interviewed seniors less than
a year later, from March through April
2011, such that the freshmen and seniors
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were part of the same cohort. Both freshman and senior participants would have
experienced much the same university
and library. In fact, at the time researchers
interviewed senior participants, the freshmen participants from the original study
would not yet have graduated.
The researchers recruited participants
via a batch e-mail sent to students identified in the library database as seniors. Students were offered a $25 gift certificate for
the university bookstore as an incentive
for completing an interview. Interested
students responded by phone or e-mail
and were directed to a SurveyMonkey
survey on which they reported whether
they were seniors and were thefirstmembers of their immediate families to attend
college. The researchers then contacted
qualified students to arrange interviews.
To create a comparable set of data, the
investigators interviewed a comparable
number of seniors as they had freshmen.
The researchers audiorecorded and
transcribed the interviews. As with the
original ERIAL project, researchers used
a version of grounded theory^' to code the
transcription scripts for themes. This approach allowed themes to arise from the
data. Researchers coded each participant's
answers to the interview questions by
labeling themes that emerged (coding).
In an iterative process, researchers next
compared the answers across all participants to hone the codes and then to make
comparisons.
Findings
Searching

Seniors appeared generally more comfortable and adept at performing and
talking about research. They seemed
more informed about their options in
terms of available resources, where to
look for them and how to use them, and
they approached searching as a multistep
process.
Like freshmen, seniors still only
searched online, but they spoke of and
used online resources with more specificity. While 17 percent of freshmen named
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specific library databases, the rest used
the term "online" to mean anything
from the library website (which they
discussed as one thing, not differentiating
between the website, the catalog, and the
databases) to Google.'"* Freshmen rarely
discussed the exact online location where
they searched. Seniors, however, often
discussed specific databases and library
resources. Of the seniors interviewed, 50
percent mentioned specific library-funded databases. This is an increase of 33 percent over freshmen. Furthermore, while
freshmen only mentioned JSTOR and the
catalog, seniors discussed using a breadth
of different library resources including
JSTOR, Psyclnfo, LexisNexis, ARTstor,
the library catalog, "library databases"
generally, as well as LibGuides. Seniors
were also more aware that the library
provided these databases. In representative comments, one freshman explained
that he used JSTOR, a university resource,
"but all the books I got were from the library,"^^ while seniors generally spoke of
resources in terms of "a Library database,
like LexisNexis." Seniors had parsed the
bulk concept "online" that freshmen used.
Seniors' detailed discussion of their online
searching suggests a greater awareness of
available resources and familiarity with
the library.
When prompted with the question
"did you use print materials," seniors
again presented deeper understanding
about using resources. The question was
intended to open a discussion of using
print indices without leading the interviewee to "print indices" as an answer.
While both freshmen and seniors interpreted the question as referring to the
use of books or print joumals as sources,
the idea of a print resource for finding
citations actually occurred to 12 percent
of seniors. In discussing the use of library
databases tofindjoumal articles, one said,
"I don't know how you can possibly look
for things physically" and another, "there
is nothing physical to search through."
The fact that a print possibility occurred
to these students at all suggests that they
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had a relatively complex understanding
of the function of databases. In their discussion of (the lack of) "physical" search
options, seniors revealed their awareness
of fhe databases as tools for organizing as
well as accessing information. Seniors not
only specified that they used databases,
and often named them, but seniors understood that the function of a database was
not simply to link to the full fext of arficles
but to organize the citations to facilitate
the act of searching.
Seniors, unlike mosf freshmen, presented the perception of research as an
iterative process. The ERIAL study of
freshmen at UIC paralleled the finding
of Gross and Latham, who explain that,
among freshmen, "[t]he idea that successful information seeking need only be
measured by the ability to find the information, not the process used to get there,
was repeated time and time again."^''
Findings at UIC showed that both freshmen and seniors preferred to use online
resources because they were "easier,"
"fasfer," or "more convenient" to use.
Freshmen spoke of convenience generally,
nof differenfiating between searching and
access as steps,^^ whereas seniors actually
specified that it was getting the full text
that they found easier. This more detailed
discussion indicates a fuller understanding of the searching process with respect
to the existence of multiple steps: there is
a searching step or steps and an accessing
full-text step. Likewise, among seniors, 17
percent recognized the need to explore
different search terms, and 11 percent
talked about manipulating search terms
or Boolean operators to narrow their
searches, all of which inherently imply
the performance of multiple searches.
The exploration of different search terms
did not emerge at all in conversations
with freshmen. Moreover, some seniors
reported making more thorough use of
the sources they found. Of the seniors
interviewed, 11 percent discussed using
bibliographies of articles they had found
to identify additional sources on their
topics. Freshmen did not discuss this

approach to, or understanding of, the
potential use of sources. Like exploring
search terms, using a source to find additional sources inherently indicates the
performance of multiple searches and did
not emerge in interviews with freshmen.
In general, seniors described searching
in ways that indicated more acumen in
the use, as well as awareness, of resource
options. The majority of both freshmen
and seniors saw the library as a source
of authoritative information, yet seniors
knew more about how to find, use,
and get help using those resources. As
described earlier, seniors knew enough
about sources, citations, and authority to
use an existing bibliography to find other
sources. One senior actually recognized
the overlap in journals among databases.
Seniors also discussed specific services
and aspects of the physical library that
freshmen never acknowledged. Seniors
referred to "Reference Librarians" and
the "Circulation Desk," whereas most
freshmen often did not know that reference librarians existed, much less what
they did.-" Seniors also noted different
locations and services specific to the UIC
Library, such as the "reference area,"
"architecture call numbers," "I-Share" (a
service through which multiple Illinois
college libraries share books with each
other) and the "IM" reference service.
This awareness and detailed description
of the UIC Library furfher suggesfs that
seniors were more familiar with the UIC
Library than freshmen were.
Source Selection: Quantity

As shown among freshmen, students
often struggle with how many sources to
find and to include in their bibliographies.
Freshman and senior interviewees were
similar in how they went about determining when they had enough sources. However, seniors tended to be more rigorous
in their collective approach.
Adequately covering the topic was the
primary consideration of both freshmen
and seniors. Only 10 percent of seniors
as compared to 17 percent of freshmen
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discussed considering the size/length of

their project as a parameter in choosing
how many sources they used, and all of
these interviewees discussed their desire
to be able to cover their topic.^'
Both freshmen^ and seniors wanted to
make sure they at least met the instructor's requirements (if there were any) for
a minimum number of sources. Freshmen
often also had to work within a maximum
number of sources as set by their instructors and often found this too limiting to
adequately cover the topic.^' Seniors did
not discuss a set maximum, but, like the
freshmen, worked also to adequately
(according to their own standards) cover
the topic.
While 55 percent of freshmen selected
their number of sources based on being
able to cover their topics,^^ they spoke
generally of being able to do so. One
freshman interviewee gave a typical explanation: " I knew I needed 4, but I went
ahead and used probably 6... [OJnce I had
that [the topic] covered, I knew that was
enough."^^ Seniors, however, often went
beyond covering the topic to exhausting
it. Of senior interviewees, 83 percent discussed covering the topic as a significant
consideration in selecting how many
sources they used. This represents a 33
percent increase as compared to freshman
interviewees. Furthermore, 28 percent
of seniors tried to search exhaustively,
meaning they did not stop adding new
sources until they began to continually
encounter the same information. None
of the freshmen spoke of searching until
the information became redundant. One
senior interviewee described searching
exhaustively, stating, "We saw similarities and stopped after we saw the third
or fourth thing that was the same." Another stated, "We knew we had enough
because some of the stuff we found was
repetitive." This approach suggests that
seniors, who most likely have more experience doing research than freshmen,
have become more comfortable with
benchmarks of the research process. They
seem to understand more of the specific
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qualities that mark academic research.
Source Selection: Type

When asked how they knew when they
had the right kinds of sources, senior interviewees responded similarly to freshmen in terms of general concepts. Both
groups discussed relevance and authority
as qualities determining selection. However, once again, seniors demonstrated a
more complex and specific understanding
of source evaluation.
Relevance

As expected, all senior and freshman
interviewees indicated that the relevance
of a source to their topic was a significant
criterion in selecting that source. The
specifics of determining relevance, however, differed greatly between freshmen
and seniors. Freshmen usually looked
for the amount of information a source
contained and chose those sources that
contained the most.-" One freshman stated
in a representative comment that he chose
sources based on "the amount of information I was able to pull from them."^^
Freshmen also mimicked their professors'
language; for example, as one freshman
interviewee put it, "I kind of tried to have
an equal amount of sources that agreed—
that I agreed with—and then disagreed
with...so that my professor could see I
was trying to see both sides of the story."^
His language, like many other freshman
interviewees, very closely reflected the
language used by UIC English 161 faculty
in their research assignments.
In contrast, seniors used what seemed
to be their own language, language that
suggested a more detailed understanding
of, and rigorous approach to, research, as
well as descriptions of source selection
that indicated that they saw research as
a process instead of a one-shot effort. Seniors employed many different words to
describe topic support than freshmen did.
Whereas freshmen generally described
the process with comments such as "[t]
hey were talking about the same thing
,"'' seniors gave details of the par-
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ticular parts of their paper that sources
supported, and seniors evaluated more
aspects of their sources for such support.
Seniors described determining relevance
with comments such as "when it was
supporting my thesis or hypothesis" and
"when I can look at their [the sources']
references and they agree with what the
authors are saying and what I'm saying."
As indicated here, seniors made use of
not only the sources but of their sources'
bibliographies. Freshman interviewees
did not. Senior interviewees used these
citations to find additional sources, to
verify the validity of the research, and,
as the next section will discuss, to rank
sources by levels of authority.
Furthermore, seniors discussed selecting sources in terms of being comprehensive as well as exhaustive. Several seniors,
unlike freshmen, wanted to make sure
they had found every published source
on their topic (in other words, were comprehensive in their searching). Seniors
also discussed wanting to exhaust their
topics, meaning stopping their search for
sources only when the information new
sources provided had been covered by
sources they had already found. Seniors
generally continued searching until they
found redundant information several
times via several different searches. They
seemed to accept that a rigorous search
for sources required more than one attempt at searching. By contrast, freshman
interviewees often wanted to make sure
they had adequately covered their topics—they wanted to find "enough"^'—but
they did not discuss their search processes
as being so extensive that the repetition
of information among sources became
the cue to stop. While not all seniors
discussed employing these concepts,
about 30 percent mentioned trying to be
either comprehensive or exhaustive in
their searches, whereas only 6 percent of
freshmen mentioned either at all.^** The
idea of doing a comprehensive and/or
exhaustive search inherently suggests an
investment of time and effort. Freshmen
often described having difficulty finding

sources on their topics when they perceived a search as taking too much time,
or if they had to repeat it.™ Therein, the
senior interviewees seem to have developed more accurate expectations as well
as a more accurate understanding of the
research process. Likewise, they seemed
to perceive research as a process rather
than expecting to find all sources in a
single step. Finally, a small percentage of
seniors discussed the need for primary
versus secondary sources. This criterion
did not arise in conversations with freshman interviewees, but its omission could
have resulted from the different level of
seniors' assignments.
Authority

Over 50 percent of the senior interviewees
discussed determining authority of their
sources. This is a 20 percent increase
over freshman interviewees, of whom
only 30 percent discussed authority as
a selection criterion."" There were also
significant differences in the methods
senior and freshman interviewees used
to evaluate sources for authority as well
as in the language they used to describe
their processes.
While both freshman and senior
interviewees associated university resources with scholarly sources, seniors
in particular referred to the library as the
provider of authoritative information.
Of the freshman interviewees, 17 percent
mentioned that information found on the
UIC website or found at the library would
be scholarly.*^ Among the seniors, only the
library was mentioned.
One of the most substantial differences between the freshman and senior
interviewees was in the seniors' use of
citation tracking. In a statement characteristic of these seniors, one interviewee
explained, "Usually, while looking online,
I just looked for the titles that were more
relevant to what I was trying to base my
paper on. And, I guess how many people
are cited, because sometimes there are
more citations to it." Only one (5%) of the
freshman interviewees used the number
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of times a source had been cited to evaluate fhaf source's authority." In contrast, 17
percent of seniors did so. This represents
a 12 percent increase and, potentially,
an increase in mastery of fhe research
process among the senior interviewees.
Another significant difference lay in
the language freshmen and seniors used
to explain how fhey evaluafed sources
for aufhorify. Freshman inferviewees
used general ferms such as "scholarly,"
"reliable," "peer-reviewed," "written by
professors," and "looks fancy" as indicators that a source was scholarly,** while
seniors listed more specific details. Senior
interviewees' responses indicated an understanding of fhe parficulars that make
a source "scholarly." In a comment typical of senior interviewees, one detailed
fhaf she evaluafed sources by "basically,
looking at the publicafion, the authors,
where they published —things of fhat
nature—Psyclnfo—you're nof going to
find anything that's not scholarly." Such
comments also provided more specifics
about why library databases might be
better resources for scholarly informafion
fhan Google and even somefimes parsed
that. Anofher senior interviewee sfafed,
"I know fhat it's [Google Scholar] a scholarly websife. Everything on fhere is like
research-based." None of fhe freshmen
discussed authority in such specific terms.
Comprehensible

While 11 percent of freshmen rejected
sources they did not understand,''^* no seniors discussed rejecting sources based on
this criterion. This finding also suggests
an increased understanding of the specifics of the research process by seniors.
The fluency with which senior interviewees discussed source selecfion was a
quality that surveys could not have captured, as it was an unanticipated finding
and one that emerged via conversafion.
Seniors discussed searching comprehensively and exhaustively as well as
providing specific details about evaluating sources for authority that would
have been both difficult to anficipate and
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potenfially leading in a mulfiple-choice
response scenario.
Obstacles Encountered

Seniors were asked if fhey had encounfered obsfacles while doing fheir research.
Some of the seniors' responses fo this
quesfion were similar fo fhose of the freshmen, but fhe words describing their problems and issues were much more detailed
and specific. Of the seniors, 20 percent
menfioned fime, not just time management, but they specified that they had
other obligations such as jobs and family. Of fhe seniors, 50 percenf menfioned
having problems finding things such as
data, sfafistics, scholarly "stuff," articles,
full-fexf arficles, enough resources, and
relevanf and useful resources. Nof all fhe
seniors were looking for fhe same types
of sources, buf, unlike the freshmen, fhey
knew fhe difference befween fhe library
nof collecfing somefhing and its simply
not being available or even not existing.
Head and Eisenberg generally concluded
fhat students' challenges were often related to their "perceived inability tofinddesired materials."*" At UIC, some seniors,
like the freshmen, did maintain that the
library had nothing or not enough on their
topic, or that the informafion available on
their topic was incorrect. However, this
was not true across all senior parficipants.
Head and Eisner included sophomores in
their analysis and the difference in their
findings may stem from the inclusion of
lowerclassmen. Furthermore, like the students in "Undergraduate Perceptions of
Informafion Literacy'""' and fhe "Sfudenfs
Research the Library'"" studies, both fhe
freshmen and fhe seniors who did nof use
fhe library well had a very high level of
confidence in their ability fo find information. Nevertheless, fhe seniors were much
more specific abouf fheir problems, even
though some were not library-centric.
Seniors, unlike freshmen, discussed
having struggled wifh English. Some
seniors menfioned fhey had nof spoken
English well when fhey began school and
had not used American libraries. They
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explained that they were not familiar
with organizational tools such as call
numbers and were handicapped by limited English writing skills and grammar.
The researchers theorize that seniors may
have been comfortable enough with their
English to describe this struggle, whereas
freshmen may have avoided participating in the study precisely because they
were still struggling with their English.
These obstacles may be useful to consider
among schools such as UIC, which have
significant numbers of international students as well as students who are recent
immigrants to the United States.
Getting Help

Freshmen and seniors differed greatly
in the types of help they sought and the
people to whom they turned for that
help. In general, seniors were more selfsufficient, but also made more thorough
use of librarians and spoke more comfortably and accurately about the research
process.
Seniors asked for help less often than
freshmen but were clearly more familiar
with the research process and library resources. When asked if they sought help
from anyone, only 55 percent of seniors
said they had. This is a 35 percent drop
compared to the responses of freshmen.*'
However, most seniors spoke of having
asked for help in the past from instructors,
librarians, and the Writing Center. In fact,
several seniors discussed having used a
variety of library services and consulted
experts on past projects even if they did
not do so on their most recent one. Several
seniors, as compared to a single freshman,
mentioned having used the Writing Center in the past. Likewise, seniors discussed
having used services that freshmen never
even mentioned such as IM and e-mail
reference services. Furthermore, seniors
differentiated among library services
and locations in ways freshmen did not.
Seniors discussed contacting librarians
in "reference," the "reference librarians,"
"reference desk," "circulation desk," and
"course reserves," whereas freshmen usu-

ally referred to the "library" or speaking
to a "librarian" regardless of the specific
area they visited or point of service they
used. This apparent increase in fluency
with library particulars suggests an increased familiarity with the library that
seems to have resulted from regular use
of those particulars. One senior echoed
the sentiments of many interviewees,
stating, "I feel pretty well-versed in how
to use a library. You spend so much time
doing research during undergrad that,
if you don't know how to use a library,
then you really didn't get much out of
your education." Seniors worked more
independently than freshmen, but were
working with more awareness of the
resources and services the library offers.
Seniors may have been able to work independently because, somewhere along
the way, they discovered and learned to
use the library's resources and expertise.
In point of fact, when seniors did
seek help with research, they sought it
primarily from librarians and next most
frequently from their instructors and then
peers (see figure 1). This was a marked
change from freshmen. Of the seniors,
54 percent sought help from librarians
compared to only 22 percent of the freshmen who sought help most frequently
from their instructors and next from their
friends.^" Among freshmen, librarians
ranked third as a source of help and were
primarily used for physically getting to
sources.
In contrast, seniors made more thorough use of librarians' expertise and
only occasionally asked librarians for
help physically locating sources. Instead,
they usually asked librarians for help
with more complex use of databases and
refining search terms. Seniors described
this type of help from librarians characteristically as "they would show me how
to narrow it [my search] down," "I ask the
Reference Desk to help me search," and
"I ask at the Reference Desk about which
databases to use." Many seniors also
mentioned a variety of different databases
by name, many of them fairly special-
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FIGURE 1
Help Sought: Seniors vs. Freshmen^'

• By % Seniors
• By % Freshmen

Librarian Instructor/ Friend/
TA
Classmate

Writing
Center

ized, including PsycINFO, LexisNexis,
and Hoovers. Freshmen only mentioned
searching Google/Google Scholar, JSTOR,
or "online."^^ In further comparison,
freshmen did not seem to be aware that
searching required multiple steps such
as selecting search terms, trying different
search terms and generally leaming to use
the databases and catalog. Nor did they
appear aware that there were different
databases from which to choose and that
these databases might cover different
subjects. Furthermore, as indicated by
the obstacles freshmen encountered and
where they turned for help, freshmen
were definitely not aware that librarians
are experts at these steps and at using
these resources. This change in the type
of help seniors sought from librarians
and other experts reflects what seems to
be an overall change in seniors' collective
research process and understanding of it.
Seniors and freshmen also differed
in their perceptions of who embodies
aufhoritative knowledge. Seniors, unlike
freshmen, sought help from people whom
they considered experts at differenf
aspecfs of the research process. In other
words, seniors knew enough about the
process to see the need for experts and
saw librarians as experts of one thing

Family
Member

and instructors of something else and
turned to each, accordingly. As indicated
in table 1, seniors sought help with the
assignment parameters and content from
their instructors. Seniors did not turn to
instructors for help performing searches.
They sought help performing searches
from librarians firsf and foremost and
sometimes from their peers. Seniors
turned to their peers primarily for help
proofreading. None of the seniors turned
to their parents for help, and, in response
to being asked whom they asked for help,
fwo specified why with similar responses
stating, "As far as family members—not
really—because I'm the first to go to
college, but they're not." This is a stark
contrast to characteristic freshmen statements such as "my family is really smart
so I asked them." Seniors seemed to
recognize the need for expertise and that
there were experts available to them. Only
one senior turned to a family member for
help, and this stiident did not tum to her
parents but to her husband and only for
help with proofreading. These findings
both parallel those of Head and Eisenberg
who interviewed sophomores, juniors,
and seniors and found that this group
of students discerned between experts
as well in that they turned to family and
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friends for help evaluating information
for personal projects, but turned to their
instructors for help evaluating information for use in their courses.'"' Head and
Eisenberg found that students turned to
instructors more than librarians for help,^
but this difference infindingsmight stem
from their inclusion of lowerclassmen
among their interviewees and/or their
more specific focus on whom students
asked for help with evaluation. This study
at UIC asked more generally about whom
students asked for help and that clearly
elicited answers that included searching
as well as evaluating information.
As shown in table 1, freshmen behaved
differently in other ways as well. Freshmen turned to their instructors for nearly
every aspect of the research process and
turned to librarians, primarily, for finding

books. Likewise, freshmen turned to their
peers for help searching and learning to
search, whereas seniors looked to peers
primarily for proofreading help. This
change inherently suggests two things:
seniors have come to realize, first of all,
that research involves several different
steps, and, second, that expertise on each
of these steps exists for them to seek out.
Moreover, they better know where to seek
such expertise.
Finally, while freshmen asked for help
with almost every aspect of the research
process, seniors asked for help with
significantly fewer things. This shortened list parallels their perceived sense
of self-sufficiency. As described in the
Searching and Source Selection sections,
their collective sense of self-sufficiency
seems warranted. They appear to have

TABLE 1
Types of Help Sought
Freshmen''

Seniors
Librarian

• using databases/catalog
• selecting search terms
• physically getting to sources

• physically getting to sources
• selecting search terms
• using databases/catalog

Instructor/TA

•
•
"
•

•
•
•
•
•

Friend/Classmate

• proofreading
• selecting content
• organizing project

•
•
•
•
•
•

Writing Center

•

• selecting content
• organizing project

Family Member

• proofreading

selecting content
selecting topic
proofreading
selecting sources

proofreading

progress check
proofreading
selecting topic
honing topic
identifying where to search for
sources
• getting approval of sources
• selecting content
• organizing project
proofreading
selecting search terms
how to use databases/catalog
where to search for sources
selecting content
organizing project

• identifying where to search for
sources
• selecting content
• organizing project

Note: Types of help are listed in order of the frequency with which each group mentioned them.
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learned quite a bit more about the research process than freshmen knew and
are probably better able to, as one senior
put it, "hack it on my own." Seniors' not
asking for help seems to be the result of
their having received past help, which led
to their self-sufficiency.
As with Yee and Padilla, researchers
at UIC found that first-generation college students initially need help with the
institutional heuristics involved in higher
education, such as how to make use of
the library, from whom to seek help, and
setting accurate expectations of what college work requires.^*" This study at UIC
reflected Padilla'sfindings^'that students
who have not learned these practicalities
from their parents are still able to acquire
them during their time at college and to
succeed as students.
The Library in Retrospect

When asked what the library could have
done differently to help them, seniors
expressed themselves in more specific
terms that indicated a familiarity and
comfort level vis a vis the library. The
freshmen spoke generically about not
knowing the librarians, saying it would
be most helpful if librarians were nice,
friendly, and nonjudgmental.'" Ten
percent of students wanted more and
better computers including touchscreen
computers. Technology was clearly an
important component of the library to
them. A couple of students wished the
space were more modern and colorful
with interesting art on the walls. Some
mentioned noise as a problem; others
wanted all their required texts to be in the
library and for everything to be available
in full-text form online. Of the seniors,
15 percent mentioned that the librarians
could have helped them search their topics better with better keywords. (While
thisfindingindicates some dissatisfaction
with librarians, it reflects the findings in
the Help section in that seniors, unlike
freshmen, turned to librarians for help—
specifically, help beyond finding a book
on the shelf.) Again, 10 percent of seniors
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mentioned that a more user-friendly
website would be helpful. Others were
ultraspecific about problems such as the
printers always getting stuck (printers are
not handled by the library at UIC), that
an English writing tutor or an ESL person
in the library would be helpful, that the
catalog should include a picture of the
book and that ILL was too slow. Finally,
15 percent of seniors felt the library had
done everything it could to help them succeed. One stated, "I found what I needed
after asking help, I don't know what else
they could have done more." Another
described a situation in which the librarian turned a negative into a positive by
showing the frustrated student how to
find books on the shelf, after which the
student came away with three or four
books and not just one.
Of the seniors, approximately 28 percent turned out to be transfer students, a
statistic that closely mirrors the approximately 29 percent of transfer students
among the campus population at large.'^'
From this group, some unexpected information emerged. Much like the freshmen in the ERIAL project, these transfer
students experienced anxiety about the
overwhelming size of a research library
compared to their "home" libraries and
were also reluctant to ask librarians for assistance. It became apparent that entering
a new research university environment
was not an easy transition for them. It
took time for them to understand the
community's expectations of them and
how they were to fulfill those expectations. The transfer students described
struggling with complex assignments,
but they also confessed to not using the
library. Upon reflection, each one said
that they wished they had known about
the library's resources. Because the UIC
Library does not offer library instruction
sessions specifically for transfer students,
the transfer student interviewees had not
had a UIC Library instruction session, unlike most of the other senior interviewees.
Possibly as a result, the transfer students
did not figure things out until much later.
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if then. The transfer students also expressed regret af nof having had a library
session like fhe ones they had had af fheir
former schools. This finding supports fhe
conclusions of Jacobson and Mark who
looked af Firsf Year Experiences af fhe
University of Albany and Messiah College. Their sfudy asserfs fhaf beginning
informafion liferacy insfruction in fhe
students'firstyear is optimal." Likewise,
Tyckson finds that library instruction
has a profound effect on the information
literacy, in particular, of first-generation
students.^'
Where Research Takes Place

In the ERIAL study, one very interesting fact fhaf emerged was fhat many
freshmen discussed returning to their
high school libraries to do their college research.'^ As this surprised the
investigators, they added a question
for fhe seniors abouf where fhey sfudy.
Researchers asked seniors, "Where do
you do your research?" They found fhaf
a significanf change had occurred wifh
seniors' use of libraries. Unlike the freshmen, no seniors mentioned going back
fo fheir old high school or public library.
Freshman explained that they returned
to fhose insfitutions because they were
familiar to them and fhe universify library seemed overwhelming.""^ Seniors
appear fo have become familiar enough
with fhe universify library fo bofh see if
as convenient and useful. The freshmen
spoke of the UIC Library as being big
and difficult fo navigafe." For seniors,
fhe UIC library appeared fo be the more
familiar library. This idea is supported by
the facf fhat seniors described fhe library
in much more specific language. They
had developed favorite study locations,
such as "behind the reserve desk," "on
the second floor in the corner...," and on
the "4th floor with all the sfudy groups."
As indicated by fhese comments, af some
poinf the university library became comf^ortable for them, and they got over being
overwhelmed. Of the seniors, 70 percenf
specifically menfioned sfudying af fhe

library, while 65 percent also studied af
home. They said fhaf, because of their
ofher responsibilities, mosf have to work
at home, and fhey come fo fhe library a lot
in between classes. A couple of sfudenfs
said fhey did fheir work wherever they
found a computer; one sfudenf even used
her phone on the way home.
Conclusions
This study found that many seniors have
developed additional, necessary research
skills and a much more complex understanding of research as a process. In addifion, the researchers discovered some of
fhe defails that constitute this change as
well as some unexpected results.
In terms of searching, seniors had
parsed fhe concepf of "online" and spoke
fluently of the particulars of library
locations, resources, and services. Most
important, they spoke of research as an
iferafive process. Seniors, like freshmen,
selected the number and types of sources
according to the project parameters set
by fheir insfructors. However, seniors
approached fhese fasks more rigorously
and with greater understanding of their
opfions, seemingly wifh a sef of sfandards
of their own fhaf went beyond the insfrucfors' requiremenfs. Seniors generally
displayed addifional skill af finding and
evaluafing sources.
Seniors, like freshmen, sfill struggled
with fime management, topic selecfion,
an unawareness of fhe library's available services and resources, as well as
searching for and gefting their hands on
sources. However, seniors spoke much
more specifically abouf fhe searching
process and fhe resources, indicating an
increasing familiarity and comforf wifh
bofh performing research and using fhe
library.
In facing fhese obsfacles, seniors
worked much more independenfly and
adepfly than freshmen. Unlike freshmen, seniors looked to librarians more
frequently for assistance and did so with
a clearer awareness and undersfanding
of librarians' experfise.
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With respect to what the library could

have done differently, most students either concurred that the library had done
all it could or expected better help from
librarians in terms of search terms. Both
perspectives represent a change from the
expectations of freshmen.
Among seniors at UIC, the sense of
familiarity had shifted from the library
they used in high school to the university library. It became clear that seniors
had come to understand the difference
between their high school, community
college, or public library and a research
library.
The fact that some of the seniors were
transfer students unexpectedly emerged
from the interviews. The transfer students proved quite unfamiliar with the
library as the result of circumstances
that strongly suggest that library instruction can make a significant difference in students' research processes.
Interviews with these transfer students
yielded new information about what
the library could do to help them be
successful.
In general, the comparison of firstgeneration college seniors to freshmen
brought forth both predicted and unexpected information. Unlike most prior
studies, the separate analysis of freshmen and seniors allowed for the data to
reflect changes as a result of increased
college experience. Seniors appear to
have acquired more advanced information literacy skills; and, similar to the
findings of Padilla,^^ this finding shows
that students who may arrive with less
heuristic knowledge about campus life
can successfully acquire it. The study
also identified some gaps in the services
the library might provide. Overall, the
information from the ERIAL Project
and this related comparison will allow
the UIC Library to hone services and
evaluate materials to benefit its users.
This study employed a student emic
perspective, which Padilla states "may
open new ways of understanding student retention and possible strategies for
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increasing graduation rates."*^ Thus, this
study may also serve as an example to
other institutions of the value of qualitative evaluation. Such approaches can uncover information relevant to academic
missions of the library and university
as a whole.
Impact on Strategic Goals

As a result of these studies, the UIC
Library has undertaken several new
initiatives and has put together a service
priority list that will be part of the nearterm reference department strategic goals.
First, understanding that students have
a variety of responsibilities at school and
at home, the department is designing
guides to meet their needs. The researchers contacted the university department
responsible for orientation, and it agreed
to schedule library sessions specifically
designed for transfer students during
their orientation sessions. The library will
also offer two sessions each semester for
transfer students.
Also, the library is going to revive its
involvement in orientation sessions for
incoming freshmen as well as new faculty, commuter students, international
students, and graduate students. The
library will now introduce its resources
and services to these people in a more
basic and systematic way, with tours and
general orientation programs as well as
targeted instruction and consultation.
In this study, the students have shown
that the library can make a difference
by helping students attain the expertise,
ability, and skill to search for, locate, and
evaluate information necessary for academic success.
Furthermore, the study showed that,
regardless of the disadvantages with
which students arrive at college, at some
point before they graduate, college appears to provide them with the tools
they need to compete with their peers. In
particular, the library has a role to play
in this process. Thus, these findings have
implications for higher education beyond
the role of the library.
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Future Research
It would be informative to determine at
which point the above changes in students' research processes occur (whether
sophomore year, junior year, or some
other juncture). Furthermore, as UIC
sfudents have graduated from a wide
range of high schools,'^ many of which
are highly ranked on a national scale,*"" the
researchers, like those at UAL, consider
it possible that other groups in addition
to first-generation college students may
have encountered similar obstacles during the research process.*"' It is possible

that high school experience and other
parameters that did not surface in the
two studies at UIC might be predictors
of academic success as much as parents'
level of educafion. Thus, it would be
useful to explore additional factors in
predicfing and determining academic
success. Other factors to consider might
include: language acquisition, willingness
to ask for help, and high school ranking
and curriculum. A similar, comparative
study of non-first-generation college
students might also help pinpoint more
determinative variables.

Appendix A
Student Interview Protocol
A. Past research projects
[A.Cl] Tell me about the last research paper or project you worked on.
[A.C2] What problems or obstacles dici you encounter while working on this assignment? (Probe for specifics, e.g. finding good books and articles, time management issues, difficulty in judging appropriate source materials, etc.)
B. Student research process
[B.Cl] Did you search online? Did you use print materials? How did you choose what
you used?
[B.C2] How did you know when you had enough sources?
[B.C3} How did you know when you had the right kind of sources?
[B.C4) Were fhere any problems or obstacles that you encoimtered while working on
the assignment?
[C.C3] Where do you do your research?
C. Seeking help
[CCI] Did you ask anyone for help? Who did you ask and why?
[C.C2] What help do you think the library here could have offered you? [Probe: Whaf
other resources, or physical materials and technology, do you think the library
could offer? What services, or help from sfaff, do you think the library could
offer?] Could the library have done anything differently?
Demographics:
What language do you speak at home?
Where did you attend high school?
What is your major?
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